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Accreditation

FOR ALL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

Physicians:

Accreditation: The Medical Educator Consortium, is accredited by the Accreditation Council for 

Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Credit Hours: The Medical Educator Consortium, designates this live activity for a maximum of 14.5 

AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent 

of their participation in the activity.

This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the Essential Areas and Policies of 

the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education. MEC is accredited by the ACCME to 

provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Faculty Disclosure Statement: The Medical Educator Consortium (MEC) adheres to the ACCME 

Standards for Commercial Support. All persons that will be in a position to control the content of the 

CME Activity are required to disclosure all relevant financial relationships. Faculty disclosure statement 

outlining this information will be provided to all participants prior to educational activity. MEC has also 

implemented a mechanism to identify and resolve all conflicts of interest prior to the education activity 

being delivered to learners. The source of all support from commercial interests will also be disclosed to 

learners prior to the beginning of the educational activity.

MEC has implemented a process where everyone who is in a position to control the content of an 

education activity has disclosed to us all relevant financial relationships with any commercial interest. 

In addition, should it be determined that a conflict of interest exists as a result of a financial 

relationship, this will be resolved prior to the activity. Anyone refusing to disclose relevant financial 

relationships, will be disqualified from being a part of the planning and implementation of this CME 

activity and/or presentations will be identified as NON CME.

Information for Learners: All presentations are based expected results, and purpose or objectives 

will be provided to learners by MEC. These have been framed in terms of physician change or health 

status improvement which is in keeping with our CME mission.

Content Validation: MEC expects that all of its CME program will adhere to the ACCME’s content 

validation value statements. Specifically, all the recommendations involving clinical medicine in a 

CME activity must be based on evidence that is accepted within the profession of medicine as 

adequate justification for their indications and contraindications in the care of patients. All scientific 

research referred to, reported or used in CME in support or justification of a patient care 

recommendation must conform to the generally accepted standards of experimental design, data 

collection and analysis. 

Safeguards Against Commercial Bias: MEC expects that the content or format of CME activities and 

related materials will promote improvements or quality in healthcare and not a specific proprietary 

business interest of a commercial interest. 

Doctors of Osteopathic Medicine may use AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™ from this course towards 

AOA category 2 towards their relicensing. Doctors of Osteopathic Medicine are required to have 120 

credit hours every 3 years, 30 hours in category 1 AOA and 90 hours in either Category 1 or 2 AOA. 

Please contact your state relicensing for specific state requirements. For more information from the 

American Osteopathic Association log on to their website at www.osteopathic.org.

Nurses:

Approved for 14.5 equivalent credits by the California Board of Registered Nursing.

All other health professionals, including chiropractors, may individually submit course materials to 

their Licensing Boards for Continuing Education credits.



Welcome to the 2016 nEI San 

Diego-Mission Valley Course!

Dear Colleagues,

As Director of Clinical Education & Research for the 
nutraMetrix Educational Institute (nEI), I would like to extend 
an invitation for you to join us at our CME course 
“Nutritional Interventions in Chronic Disease: Theory or 
Therapy.” This course will take place at the San Diego 
Mission Valley Hotel, October 21-23, 2016

The mission of the nutraMetrix Educational Institute is to 
educate and enlighten all health professionals on the role of 
nutrition and nutraceutical applications in practice.  This 
three-day comprehensive course will deliver relevant and 
actionable lectures, discussion and case studies that all 
health professionals can implement in their practice. 

Adjunctive management of patients with specific health 
conditions will be reviewed, with discussion on nutrient 
interventions that  impact cardiovascular disease, diabetes, 
and auto-immune disorders.

There are many activities and social events within a short 
distance of our host hotel for you to enjoy during non-
conference time.

We look forward to meeting each of you at our nEI San Diego 
Course. If you have any additional questions, please reach 
our staff at  (336)478-4023 or by email: 
nEI@nutraMetrix.org. 

Best Regards,
Deedra Rae Mason, ND
Dir. of Clinical Education & Research
nutraMetrix Educational Institute

Course Outline

DAY ONE

•Introduction to the weekend

•Session 1: The Chronic Disease Patient: 

Obstacles and Solutions

•Session 2: Clinical Antioxidants in the 

Cardiovascular Patient- Theory or 

Therapy? 

•Session 3: Body Mind Connection and the 

Importance of the Microbiome 

•Session 4: Mitochondrial Health and 

Complementary Intervention and the Role 

of Clinical Nutrients

•Session 5: Inflammation & Digestion: 

IBS:IBD 

DAY TWO

•Session 1: Q & A- Panel Discussion 

•Session 2: Adrenal and Thyroid Health-

Support of it's Physical and Psychological 

Presentations 

•Session 3: Integrative Approaches to 

Cardiovascular Disease; Hypertension, 

Lipids and Mitochondria

•Session 4: NAFLD-A Diagnosis You May Be 

Looking Right Past

•Session 5: Vitamin D, Curcumin & 

Astaxanthin-Varied Approaches to Use

DAY THREE

•Session 1: Q& A- Panel Discussion 

•Sessions 2: Controversies in Nutrition 

• Session 3: Athletic Aging- Fitness & 

Hormone Climate

•Session 4:Female Health, Alternative 

Management of Peri/Post Menopause: 

Sleep, Libido, Stress

You are cordially invited to lunch* from 

nutraMetrix Custom Health Solution both 

Friday & Saturday 

*Lunch provided by nutraMetrix a 

corporate supporter of the nEI and is a 

NON CME session of this event. 



Dr. Mason is a Naturopathic Physician, 

emphasizing complimentary approaches to 

chronic disease. Dr. Mason uses a diverse 

combination of naturopathic medicine, 

western botanical medicine, physiotherapy, 

and conventional medical therapies to recover 

each individual’s full potential for wellness. 

She completed her undergraduate work at 

Pacific University, then began her study of 

Naturopathic Medicine, graduating from 

National College of Naturopathic Medicine. 

While working within her community, through 

“The Willamette Wellness Community,” an 

outreach project connecting health 

professionals with their neighborhood, she 

came to lecture about the benefits of natural 

approaches to health and healthy aging. She 

lectures on a wide range of topics, spanning 

childhood development, healthful aging and 

nutrigenomics. 

Dr. Mason is known in professional circles for 

her passionate lectures, commitment to 

quality patient care and the advancement of 

professional education, both within, and 

outside her field. 

Dr. Mason is proud to be the Clinical Director 

for the nutraMetrix Educational Institute.

Director of Clinical Education & Research nutraMetrix 

Educational Institute – Deedra Mason, ND

nEI Course Moderator



nEI Course Speaker

Specializing in Cardiology, Dr. Michael 

Chesner provides personalized treatment 

plans for patients with heart & 

cardiovascular conditions near Long 

Beach, NY. 

Dr. Michael Chesner graduated from 

Albert Einstein College of Medicine of 

Yeshiva University in 1987 before 

completing a residency in Internal 

Medicine at Bronx Municipal Hospital 

Center / Albert Einstein College of 

Medicine. He then completed a 

fellowship in Cardiovascular Medicine at 

North Shore - Long Island Jewish Health 

System. 

Dr. Chesner lives in Long Island with his 

wife and four dogs. He is the team 

physician for the Brooklyn Warriors 

Hockey Club.  He is an avid New York 

Rangers, Mets, Jets, and unfortunately a 

Knicks fan. Dr. Chesner also enjoys 

competitive BBQ.

Guest Speaker- Michael D. Chesner, MD



nEI Course Speaker

Dr. Emitis (Emi) Hosoda is Board-

Certified in Internal Medicine. She 

graduated Magna Cum Laude with a 

degree in Molecular Biology from 

University of Texas at Austin. She 

received her Medical Degree from the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical 

Center, where she was elected to Alpha 

Omega Alpha Medical Honor Society. 

After an internship in OB/GYN at New 

York Hospital Cornell Medical Center, she 

completed her Internal Medicine 

Residency at Parkland Memorial Hospital, 

Dallas.

As a board-certified doctor in internal 

medicine with postgraduate education in 

holistic health and functional medicine, 

Doctor Emi’s approach to healing is 

guided by her belief in the body’s ability 

to repair itself. She utilizes the full 

spectrum of integrative medicine, 

incorporating conventional, 

complementary, and allopathic therapies 

to help people achieve optimal health. 

Doctor Emi comes from a long lineage of 

respected physicians and considers it a 

privilege to serve in the same 

profession. 

Guest Speaker- Emitis Hosoda, MD



In Their Own Words…

What others have said about the nEI

Course

“This was the third time I attended the nEI CME lectures. Each time I 

attend the lectures, I always feel I have something new to bring back 

to my practice. Annually, I attend a total of about 50 hours CME but I 

enjoy the nEI the most since it offers the latest scientific 

breakthroughs and it teaches us very practical material that our 

patients are always looking for. This CME has increased my confidence 

in promoting optimal health to my patients through nutrition and 

lifestyle change. I feel that these lectures should be taught in medical 

school since this CME offers a lot of pearls that would take several 

years to digest from medical books. The lecturers were all top notch…"

Angelita B. Frando, MD 

Board Certified in Family Medicine (TX)

“I wish I knew this 10 years ago!” Excellent coverage of topic! I now 

know better the benefits of Omega III beyond heart health.” 

“The evidence is out there.”

“Very practical information and easy to translate to patients and 

practice.”

“Appropriate and helpful.”

“This information is now necessary in medical practice. Patients 

expect us to know about this and depend on us for 

recommendations.”

“Very clear discussion of nutraceuticals to help patients achieve 

optimal health!”



FAST FACTS

Discover a getaway destination while receiving 

your credit hours. The Marriott Mission Valley is 

located in San Diego and blends the luxuries of 

comfort and convenience with easy access to 

popular attractions including Old Town, Mission 

Bay, the Rio Vista Trolley, SeaWorld® San 

Diego, Qualcomm Stadium, home of the San 

Diego Chargers, and Petco Park, home of the 

San Diego Padres.

Immerse yourself in the energy of our Mission 

Valley hotel, featuring a unique blend of Spanish 

accents and tropical landscaping. Enjoy a host of 

amenities and services, from breathtaking 

balcony views and gourmet dining at DEN to our 

fully equipped fitness center and outdoor pool 

with a waterfall and private cabanas. 

San Diego International Airport is less than a 20-

minute drive from San Diego Marriott Mission 

Valley. Whether you're here for work or play, you 

will appreciate our Mission Valley hotel's 

unmatched charm and sophistication

Nutritional Principles in Clinical Practice: Theory 

or Therapy
FOR ALL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

San Diego Marriott Mission Valley

8757 Rio San Diego Dr

San Diego, CA  92108

Friday, October 21, 2016, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm 

Saturday, October 22, 2016, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm 

Sunday, October 23, 2016, 9:00 am – 12:45 pm 

Complete the registration form and fax it to 336-605-

0041.  

Additional printer friendly  forms  can be found at  

http://www.nutraMetrix.org/nei under “Courses” 

tab.

Course Fees: 

$495 for MDs and DOs 

$395 for all other health professionals : No Refunds 

or Transfers to other dates

San Diego Marriott Mission 

Valley

Event Details & 

Reservations

Room Reservations

Phone: 1-619-692-3800

(reference nEI/HP block)

Room Rate: $149 per night 

CUT-OFF Date: September 20th



Date Location MDs and DOs 

Check Here for 

CMEs

All Other HPs 

Check Here 

October 21-

23, 2016

San Diego 

Marriott Mission 

Valley

8757 Rio San 

Diego Dr

San Diego, CA  

92108

 $495

Specialty

 $395

First Name Last Name

Email (Required)

Name (As it should appear on your 

badge)

Address

City/ State/ Zip Code

Phone Number Alternate Phone Number 

(Mobile)

Name (As it Appears on Card) Total Amount

Credit Card Number (MasterCard and Visa Only) Expiration 

Date

Signature  

CME/CE Course Registration Form

1. Contact Information

2. Course 

Selection

3. Credit Card 

Authorization 

4. Submit your Registration via

Fax: (336)605-0041

Attn: nutraMetrix Educational Institute

Mail: nutraMetrix Educational Institute 

1302 Pleasant Ridge  Rd

Greensboro, NC 27409

•This registration form should 

indicate your method of payment 

for the total amount.

•A valid form of payment must be 

received to secure registration in 

the course.  No Refunds

•Dates and locations are subject to 

change.

•Ticket dates are not transferable.

Credentials

DAOM

DC

DDS or 

DMD

DO

DPM

DPT

LAc

LPN

LMT

ND

NP

MD

OD

OT

PhD

PT

PA

RCP

RD

RN

RT

Student

Resident

Other


